Contract
Packing Services
at our site or your site

Local rate line: 0845 003 5375

www.contractpacking.co.uk

Evolve Pack is one of
the UK’s leading contract
packing companies
With over 20 years industry experience we offer a comprehensive
range of Contract Packing solutions from shrink wrapping,
flow wrapping, multi-bagging, cartoning, and manual rework
to order picking, storage and distribution services.
Working with companies from a wide range of sectors, including food,
beverage, travel, retail and homecare, we understand your different
packing requirements and can cater for any packing demand.

10 million
UNITS PACKED
in 2015

Your business is our business
We understand that your time is important. With our first class
facilities, up-to-the-minute Warehouse Management Systems, modern
machinery, 24/7 production line and experienced, dedicated team,
we ensure your products get from warehouse to shelf quickly and
efficiently – allowing you to focus on your core business.
Whether your requirements are conventional, pick to order or
e-commerce fulfillment, we have a cost-effective solution to suit you.

over

20 yrs
industry
experience

Find out which packing
solution is best for you:
Flow Wrapping

Flow wrapping is an automated process that wraps film around a
product and crimps it at each end. Flow wrap packing is a swift,
economical way of packing a wide range of products, from chocolate
bars and crisp multi-packs, to beauty product samples and free gifts for
packing inside cereal boxes.

Multi-Bagging

Multi-bagging is an extremely quick and cost-effective method of
packing. Based on weight, our multi bagging or vertical bagging
machines construct plastic bags out of a flat roll of film while
simultaneously filling the bag with product from above and sealing it.

SHRINK WRAPPING

Shrink wrapping is a process whereby a flexible plastic film that, when
exposed to a heating process, shrinks to the contours of the merchandise
it surrounds.

CARTONING

Evolve Pack’s Cartoning service automatically creates a box from a flat
pack template, inserts a product into the carton and applies adhesive
to both ends to seal the box. Whether your product requires a standard
sized square box or a more unusual shaped carton we can help.

MANUAL REWORK

There are many packing projects where machine production is just
not feasible, so hand packing by a skilled team is the most efficient
answer. From order fulfilment and addressing pack quality issues such as
incorrect labelling or damaged goods, to simply relabeling or repacking
in a different format, our experienced team offers a comprehensive
Manual Rework service. Flexible and immediate, Manual Rework can
help take days, weeks or even months off your time to market.

24/7

production lines
+ flexible storage
& distribution
services

“

“

No one rule fits all.
We work closely
with our clients to
find solutions that
work for them.
Your success
is our success.

at our site

at our site
From our first class facilities, conveniently located in the Midlands, we
provide a wide range of third party packing services from flow wrapping,
shrink wrapping and cartoning, to multi-bagging, manual rework and full
service logistics. From one-off projects to ongoing contracts, and large
volume FMCG runs to delicate low volume runs, here at Evolve Pack we
have the skill and experience to fulfil your requirement.
With our experienced Contract Pack management teams, client specific
Warehouse Management Systems, complete quality assurance, 24/7
production lines and flexible storage and distribution services Evolve
Pack really do offer the complete package.

70%

saving
in transport
alone

“

“

From forecast to
completion our
Managed Internal
Packing services
take care of it all.

at Your site

at Your site
Working at your site

Evolve Pack’s in-house Managed Internal Packing Service provides
“At your site” contract packing solutions. Experienced, transparent and
quality assured we provide a safe pair of hands which you can trust to get
the job done. Working independently from forecast to despatch this is an
on-site packing alternative that allows you to focus on your core business.

Eliminated transport costs

With the convenience of an on-site packing operation, up to 70 percent of
our client’s savings can be seen in transport alone. Working on-site reduces
the carbon footprint, eradicates transportation administration and cuts many
linked areas of expenditure.

Reduced packing charges

Charged per case packed and not on an hourly rate, Evolve Pack’s
unique on-site packing service offers clients significant cost savings against
traditional temporary labour charges.

Fast reactions

Our on-site, flexible and immediate rework service saves you
and your client days, weeks and even months off time to market.

Automation

Our in-house “At your site” services range from manual rework to fully
automated packing lines offering clients on-site automation facilitating
flow wrapping, shrink wrapping, bagging lines and cartoning –
all of the services we provide at our own site brought to your site.

contact us
Local rate line: 0845 003 5375
or email: enquiries@evolvepack.co.uk

www.contractpacking.co.uk
HEAD OFFICE:

101a St Peters Street, Derby DE1 2AB
Telephone: (+44) 01332 297772

CENTRAL SITE:

Dents Road, Ashby-De-La-Zouch,
Leicestershire, LE65 1DR

Located just off the M42 with easy access to
other major roads – the M1, M6 and A511

our accreditations

Steve Frixou
Managing Director

“

“

Through ongoing
investment and
development we
provide forward thinking,
quality assured, lean and
versatile packing solutions.

